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 God Hand is a Playstation 2 Beat 'em Up released back in 2006 by the now defunct 

Clover Studios (whose many key members are now located at Platinum Games) and stars a 

martial artist named Gene who, by being in the right place at the right time, has his recently 

severed arm replaced with what is known as a God Hand, one of two divine arms once used to 

stop a powerful demon, and must again be used to do so. Despite God Hand's "all over the map" 

reception on its release (even receiving a 3/10 review from IGN), and virtually nonexistent sales, 

over time it grew in favor as well as gaining quite a following. It is now considered one of the 

best games in the genre and of that generation, and this is due to the fact that what was initially 

considered weird and clunky by many ended up actually being a series of unique core gameplay 

mechanics that no other beat 'em up to my knowledge has done before, let alone all at once. 

 At the center of the game, the way it handles difficulty levels is its most defining factor. 

In God Hand you have a meter in the bottom left corner of your screen that steadily increases as 

you deal and avoid damage. This meter has 4 tiers, (Level 1, 2, 3, and DIE) which indicate how 

fast and strong your enemies now are. The game quite literally punishes you for performing well, 

but this very scaling difficulty has great timing when it comes to kicking things up just when it 

might be getting dull, even if that does mean a switch from 3 to DIE causing you to lose half 

your health out of nowhere. To compound this difficulty, the on screen radar, while showing the 

location of nearby foes, doesn't inform you in any way if one is say, charging up an attack off 

screen. Combine that with the scaling difficulty and the player can find themselves in a bad spot 



pretty fast. Some level of randomness also has an impact on how multiple plays of even the same 

area might be far harder than another. While there are breakable objects scattered about, it is 

completely random what items they contain. It's just as likely you could see zero recovery items 

as it is having excess you can't even really use before moving on. On top of that, when your 

average mook is killed there is a chance they will resurrect immediately as a strong demon, 

capable of running circles around you and killing Gene in just a few short hits when on the 

higher end of the difficulty scale. Some of these are guaranteed as set pieces and can be 

expected, but other than those it is totally random and always something the player needs to be 

afraid of. 

 The other unique element of God Hand is the combo system and to a lesser extent the 

controls overall. In God Hand, you have three buttons used to attack (Square, X, and Triangle) 

and a context sensitive button (Circle) used for various interactions. The interesting thing here is 

that your three attack buttons are not really predefined like other action games might be. There is 

no heavy/light attack buttons specifically for example. There are over one hundred attacks you 

can both find in the world and purchase from a shop between stages that can be mapped to any of 

these buttons at will, right from the pause menus. The Square button is unique in that you can 

map multiple moves to this one button for when pressing it repeatedly, creating your own 

combo. You can also map attacks to a direction plus the given button as well, so you essentially 

have full freedom in how Gene plays. Want a lot of fast, rapid striking moves to get big combos 

and break enemies' guard? You can do that. Want to load up on slow, lumbering moves that do 

huge damage? You can do that too. Not all combinations are optimal, or even good at all, but the 

player has free reign to mix and match however they want. Some selectable moves are rather 

strange in that, on the surface they seem terrible, but an experienced player can break the game 



in half with them while someone less so would say to themselves "this is trash" and never use it. 

A big one that comes to mind is a drunken fist style punch that causes the opponent to stagger for 

a very long time, but has a gigantic recovery animation that prevents you from doing anything 

with it. However, one can cancel out of the recovery by dodging (performed by the right analog 

stick, there is in fact no blocking in this game. You can only dodge left/right/back or duck in 

place) and perform the punch again. Repeating this process completely locks down any opponent 

that isn't one of the game's primary antagonists until they die. Another big offender is called the 

Yes Man Kablaam, where Gene throws a hilariously slow punch, then stops to showboat with 

what could be the longest recovery animation in the game. This move seemingly does nothing, 

but when it connects it gives the player a large chunk of their tension meter, which when 

reaching a certain threshold can be used to activate the god hand itself, granting increased speed, 

damage, and invulnerability while it drains. Similar to the drunken fist technique, a player can 

beat on an enemy until they are stunned and land a few of these by cancelling out of the recovery 

before continuing the combo, this turning a useless move into one of the most powerful. This 

level of discovery among the game's huge move pool contributes greatly in making it so that no 

two player might even have the same fighting style. One can even customize which super moves 

appear on the God Roulette, activated by holding the R1 button and selecting one from a 

spinning wheel before time runs out, which costs the player anywhere from one to three roulette 

balls to perform (which can be recovered periodically and ball limit upgraded). These moves are 

as powerful as they are silly, and vary from Gene dropkicking a bad guy into the stratosphere to 

kicking them in the nuts. The overall control scheme that people originally considered clunky 

was, ironically, the same control scheme that was hailed as fantastic in Resident Evil 4 a year 

prior (not surprising as they had the same director, Shinji Mikami). Gene turns like a tank, and 



there is a quick turn-around button as well, exactly like modern Resident Evil titles. The circle 

button as I mentioned is context sensitive (again, like modern RE). It could be used for anything 

from opening doors to being mashed repeatedly to pummel a dazed enemy. 

 God Hand is a rare gaming anomaly where it is, in essence, a broken game. But it is a 

broken game with clear rules. It never tries to lie or cheat you in terms of how it works, and what 

needs to be done is always very clear. No other game like this have I played feature game 

mechanics quite like this one, nor have any allowed me to kick a man in a gorilla suit into outer 

space. Its uniqueness in both off-the-wall crazy and never before seen gameplay elements are 

what allowed a shoestring budget game that most people never played to, over time, be 

considered one of the "must play" games of that era. And to think, it's just a game about 

punching people! 


